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Kindness 100: American Humane Association is celebrating the 100th anniversary of Be Kind to Animals Week® 
in 2015 by focusing on the humane treatment of farm animals and animal actors, the importance of adopting 
pets from a shelter and including them in family disaster plans, and caring about the world’s endangered and 
disappearing creatures. Learn more at Kindness100.org.

Name Capitalization and punctuation (L.1.2)

Love a Pet!
Circle each word that needs a capital letter.
Write the word correctly above the circled word.
Write . or ? in each  .

 1. do you want to give a pet a home 

 2. what is a good place to get a pet 

 3. ann and jim went to an animal shelter  

 4. did you know that cats need exercise 

 5. how much exercise does ann’s cat need 

 6. ann plays with her cat for ten minutes at a time  

 7. jim takes rex for one or more walks a day 

 8. he does not want rex to get bored 

 9. when jim walks his dog, he gets exercise too 

A pet depends on its 

owner for food, water, 

and a safe home.
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“Love a Pet!”

Note to the teacher: For more information on taking good care of dogs, 
see the downloadable lesson plans at americanhumane.org/interaction/
professional-resources/humane-education/educator-resources.html.


